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From the President
LPEA is truly
“part of everything you do”
BY DAVIN MONTOYA

T

he electric utility
industry is probably one
of the most necessary on
the planet, and it’s also
probably one of the least
understood. That’s OK. We
want to make it seamless
for you, that you’re satisfied as long as your lights go on
when you flip the switch, and you can power all of those
devices that we can no longer live without.
Electricity is vital, and managing this vital part of our
economy is something your Board of Directors takes very
seriously. And we look ahead to try to prudently manage
your electric cooperative. As you know, our members are
about as diverse as anything you could name, and your
Board reflects that. As a group we look at the challenges
and opportunities, and in 2016 we focused on many.
La Plata Electric has a reputation for the longevity of its
employees. Many of these long term employees are now
retiring. Even Board members are retiring. The company
does face the loss of its institutional knowledge. Draining
the swamp might be a catch phrase these days, but believe
me, you don’t want your LPEA swamp drained. The Board
continues to support maintaining the most professional staff
possible, and we look forward to the steady transitioning
to the next generation. But there is something to be said
for having history at our fingertips. We’re doing our best to
bridge the gap in transition.
Increasingly, safety comes to the forefront as a priority,
and in 2016 your Board passed a Resolution that supports
safety as a number one priority. Keeping the lights on is
important to us, but more important is for our employees
to return home safely to their families each night. Relative
to other electric utilities, LPEA has a great record when it
comes to (reduced) outages and getting the power back
on quickly when we do have outages. But if your power
has to remain off for an extended period to make sure our
employees are safe as they make repairs, we’ll opt for that
every time.
Establishing fair and understandable rates is always a
challenge for us, and last year your Board received a steady
tutorial of all the different rate classifications and the hard
costs to make sure we can get the power to you. The rate
classification most of us are familiar with is residential.
Rates can be based upon energy usage, maximum
power requirement (demand), and fixed expenses (base
charge) and these rates can vary based on location, time of
day and the season. The LPEA Board took a hard look at all
of these elements to determine what is the most fair and
understandable way to charge its members. Your Board has
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a legal and a moral obligation to develop rates that are fair
to every class of users.
I believe we have as good of a rate design team on our
staff as any co-op. Staff has recommended and the Board
has agreed to move all residential and small commercial
rates toward Time-of-Use (TOU) rates by 2020. It is the most
beneficial for members as well as the co-op. We all tend
to use more electricity at the same time of the day, which
causes a strain on the system and consequently makes this
power more expensive. So if we encourage members to use
electricity when there is less demand on the system (via
TOU), then we can offer this power at a discounted rate.
Another program implemented in 2016 to help members
save energy over time was the On-Bill Financing Program.
Essentially, if you want to invest in energy efficiency
measures, you can finance those through LPEA and make
payments on your bill – all the while enjoying the energy
savings up-front. LPEA is working with First Southwest Bank
on this program, and has no financial involvement or risk.
And where LPEA gets the electricity that it delivers
to you, was and continues to be a topic of discussion.
Remember, LPEA is a distribution cooperative – the poles
and wires. We purchase power from electricity generators
and make sure it gets to you when you want it. The overall
grid wasn’t built originally to handle distributed generation
– such as small generators scattered across our service
territory. But we’re working on it. LPEA is a leader among
the national cooperatives in figuring out how to conquer
the physics for more locally-based renewable energy and
distributed generation – and how to do it equitably with
fiscal responsibility. Technology is moving at break-neck
speed. I don’t want LPEA to be the co-op that breaks its
neck getting too far out ahead. We’re very happy to be in
second place, heeding the lessons learned from those who
leaped before they looked. But we are taking that leap, just
doing it prudently.
Bottom line is, your electric cooperative Board of
Directors and employees are people who care. We care
about doing what is right and best for our members – and
no matter the challenges, that’s something I can guarantee
will continue long into the future.

LPEA Vision Statement
Shaping the future by building trustworthy community partnerships as an innovative,
forward-thinking industry leader, delivering excellence in our member-owned cooperative.
La Plata Electric Association | www.lpea.coop
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CEO Message BY MICHAEL A. DREYSPRING

Keeping those lights on!
By Indiana Reed

I

W

hich kind of change
do you prefer? Impulsive and
abrupt, or methodical and
gradual?
We all deal with change,
and LPEA is no exception. So,
let’s take a moment to reflect
on 2016 and the changes that
happened, and then look ahead to
changes we can expect in 2017.
Revolutionary changes didn’t occur in 2016, but the year
did see some continuing or evolving activity. For LPEA’s core
business activity as an electric utility, we enjoyed another
solid year financially. LPEA added $17.2 Million of new
electric plant, which reflects continued growth. Plus, 2016
was another year in which equity was used to finance the
balance sheet growth, thus LPEA did not draw on additional
debt. LPEA had margins of $6.2 million, and those belong to
you, the members. LPEA has a long history of allocating and
retiring patronage capital back to its members. We don’t
anticipate that changing.
The 2016 challenges came due in part to lightning.
LPEA’s employees continue to design, build and maintain
an exceptional electric utility to serve you, and we compare
our outage metrics with other electric coops across America
and, in that comparison, we continue to perform well. We
didn’t experience any significant snow storms or wildfires,
and every year we dodge those calamities enables LPEA to
“harden” its electric system. LPEA’s employees are inspiring
to see in action, especially when it comes to your reliability.
We’ll keep looking at technology and processes that help us
achieve excellence in serving you.
Local renewable electricity generation on our system
continues to grow. LPEA has approximately 900 net
metered accounts with solar systems installed. There are
certainly more systems, but the net metered systems
represent those that are tied to our grid and the members
who sell their excess generated solar power back to LPEA.
The Southern Ute Alternative Energy Group completed
construction on its nearly one megawatt solar facility and
expects to begin generation in 2017. While the solar project
was funded in part with a U.S. Department of Energy grant,
LPEA worked with the Southern Ute Tribe in both a long
term purchase power agreement and an interconnection
agreement to help the Tribe achieve renewable energy for
its tribal operations.
LPEA’s employees continue to focus on safety. In 2016,
LPEA’s Board of Directors made a unanimous decision to
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pursue Rural Electric Safety Achievement Process (RESAP).
We believe that, as an organization, we’re ready to step
up to the next level of safety excellence. LPEA’s entire
workforce is up to the challenge this presents. You’ll be
hearing more about this over the next three years.
LPEA is seeing members return to the Time-of-Use
(TOU) rates. This is positive, as we believe the future of
electric rates and energy use will be oriented to TOU
pricing structures. LPEA’s members have shown a strong
willingness to embrace and use electric power according to
TOU price signals. We’ve been successful in the past with
this effort, and we believe we can succeed again. For LPEA,
success is defined as controlling or lowering wholesale
power costs by influencing when electric power is consumed.
None of the changes I’ve written about were impulsive or
abrupt. Each were gradual, and on-going changes continue
to be thoughtfully considered. That’s the nature of our
business and industry.
For 2017 and beyond, we see increased price pressure
on fossil fuels, such as coal used to generate electricity.
Through our participation as a member-owner in our
primary wholesale power provider Tri-State Generation and
Transmission, we’re emphasizing two critical focuses for
Tri-State. One, get competitive on rates and costs. And, two,
learn the unfolding transmission deregulation process in the
Western United States and make good decisions that benefit
the members, both from a reliability and cost standpoint. I
also expect LPEA’s Board of Directors to act on a Resolution
in 2017 that spells out LPEA’s need for increased flexibility
from Tri-State for local distributed generation.
And the future? LPEA is poised to serve electric vehicles
in the near term. Battery storage is also going to have an
impact on LPEA’s grid. While it remains to be seen what
types of batteries will make the utility scale “cut,” there’s
little doubt batteries will impact utilities as complements
to solar systems or with the charging of electric vehicles.
Whatever comes, we’ll innovate and adapt.
So, steady as she goes. We honor our heritage, but we’re
embracing the future.

t’s been said that the electrical grid is the biggest machine in
the country, and next to having clean water, electricity is the most
important commodity of our lives.
Electricity’s history – in the bigger scheme of things – is still young,
and it’s an industry that continues to evolve. Thanks to extremely
talented, prudent and forward-thinking people, La Plata Electric
Association is a leader in many ways. Our corner of Southwest Colorado
drew pioneers right from the beginning who made a difference in the
world of electricity.
This region’s history is actually interwoven with the birth of
alternating current (AC). In 1892 the Durango Light and Power Company,
then later the Western Colorado Power Company (LPEA’s predecessors)
embraced the fledgling AC technology, “lighting” the town of Durango
long before Eastern U.S. cities realized alternating current’s viability.
At the time, few urban residents believed that the rural parts of
Southwest Colorado would ever be illuminated, due to the tremendous
cost of extending lines and service to isolated farms and ranches.
But LPEA’s founding fathers (and mothers) were determined, and
when spurred by the federal Rural Electrification Administration (REA),
established in 1936 to provide loans explicitly to “shine the light” in rural
areas, they came together to make La Plata Electric happen.
Where the “big” cities have public utilities, areas such as La Plata
and Archuleta counties realize electric power thanks to electric
cooperatives. Cooperatives are businesses owned by and operated for
the benefit of those who use the services – and in the case of LPEA, this
is all who sign up for electric service in their name.
The cooperative is a not-for-profit entity, and excess profits, when
available, are returned to member-owners proportionate with use. LPEA
also operates as a democratic business, with each member having a
vote. Member-owners maintain control of the company by electing the
12-member board of directors.
Some facts and figures: Throughout its 3,370 square mile service
territory stretching across La Plata and Archuleta, with portions
of Hinsdale, Mineral and San Juan counties, LPEA maintains 3,692
miles of distribution and transmission line, plus 31 substations. This
grid provides service to 42,389 meters, up from 42,266 in 2015. The
cooperative’s total utility plant in service was valued at $295 million at
the close of 2016.
In 2016, LPEA purchased from its primary generation company, TriState Generation and Transmission Association and from local renewable
generators, a total of 988,259,522 kilowatt hours (kWh), and customers
in turn purchased 945,914,145 kWh. The average residential monthly use
was 677 kWh, and the average monthly residential bill was $104.
La Plata Electric employs 111 full time employees, 90 in the Durango
office and 21 in Pagosa Springs, and the co-op paid property taxes of
$872,568 in 2016 to five counties.
Energy efficiency, conservation and renewable energy have emerged
as important concerns worldwide, and the LPEA board and staff have
embraced these efforts. It may be counterintuitive for the distributor of
electricity to be promoting energy efficiency and renewable programs,
as “selling” electricity is how a business such as LPEA functions.
“It’s a little bit different in the world of electric cooperatives,”
says Mike Dreyspring, CEO. “At LPEA, we believe if we can lower our
members’ electric bills, teach our members how to use our product –
which is electricity – more effectively, and help people use energy more
efficiently, we are serving our constituency to the best of our ability. We
welcome our members’ input and we will continue to work to make sure
we provide safe reliable power to our members, always working with
environmental responsibility in mind.”
To learn more about LPEA’s programs, visit www.lpea.coop.
La Plata Electric Association | www.lpea.coop
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FINANCIALS
LA PLATA ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS DECEMBER 31, 2016 AND 2015

LA PLATA ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF MARGINS AND PATRONAGE
AND OTHER EQUITIES
FOR THE YEARS ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2016 AND 2015

Liabilities and Equity

Assets

			
			

2016

2015

Utility Plant & Nonutility Plant,
EQUITIES
Net
$182,608,666
$184,949,227
Patronage Capital
		
Donated Capital
Investments, Other Assets &
Total Association Equities
Other Properties
$94,785,278
$110,244,941
Noncontrolling Interest
		
Total Equities

2016

2015

$138,910,613
354,982
$139,265,595
1,648,951
$140,914,546

$136,908,094
352,561
$137,260,655
1,539,465
$138,800,120

2016

					
2015

OPERATING REVENUE		
Electric Energy Revenue & Gross Sales
Miscellaneous Revenue
Total Operating Revenue

$101,611,192
6,161,534
$107,772,726

$103,087,201
6,171,153
$109,258,354

		

OPERATING REVENUE DEDUCTIONS		
		
Long-Term Liabilities
$125,731,518
$137,787,141
Cost of Power & Goods Sold
$66,190,464
$70,953,762
		

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and Cash Equivalents
11,899,360
10,423,701
Operating Expenses - Transmission
1,246,609
870,007
Accounts and Notes Receivable
14,249,486
14,929,259
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Operating
Expenses
Distribution
7,979,748
7,498,658
Materials and Supplies
1,767,892
1,463,014
Current Maturities of Long-Term Debt 6,283,471
6,363,543
Maintenance of Distribution Plant
4,089,974
3,267,381
Prepayments and Other Assets
678,998
948,499
Accounts Payable
3,781,557
7,603,180
Accounting
and
Collection
Expenses
1,981,625
2,093,381
Total Current Assets
$28,595,736
$27,764,473
Accrued Expenses
4,490,610
3,794,122
Other Customer Expenses
2,290,382
2,038,672
		
Accrued Taxes
1,361,853
1,149,555
Administrative
and
General
5,089,661
4,087,859
Deferred Income Tax
$343,178
$381,104
Customer Deposits
1,206,972
1,108,042
Depreciation
10,534,218
9,684,052
		
Total Current Liabilities
$17,124,463
$20,018,442
Total
Operating
Revenue
Deductions
$99,402,681
$100,493,772
		
Total Assets
$306,332,858 $323,339,745
Deferred Credits
$22,562,331
$26,734,042
		
		
Operating Margin Before Fixed Charges
$8,370,045
$8,764,582
Total Liabilities and Equity
$306,332,858 $323,339,745
Less: Interest on Long-Term Debt
4,705,398
4,863,587
Operating Margin Before Capital Credits
$3,664,647
$3,900,995
		
G&T and Other Capital Credits
$2,012,905
$3,470,975
Operating Margin
$5,677,552
$7,371,970
		
Interest Revenue
$475,490
$491,497
Other Revenue
460,058
485,797
Nonoperating Margin
$935,548
$977,294
		
Net Margin Before Income Taxes
$6,613,100
$8,349,264
		
Provison for Income Taxes
$285,050
$249,705
Net Margins
6,328,050
8,099,559
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
OTHER
Less Net Margins Attributable to Noncontrolling Interest
$109,486
$99,356
		
Net Margins Attributable to the Association
$6,218,564
$8,000,203

Where Did the Electric Revenue Come From?

43% 31% 24% 2%

Where Did Your Electric Payments Go?

Patronage & Other Equities - Beginning of Year
Subtotal
Distributions, Net
Patronage & Other Equities - End of Year

PURCHASED POWER 63%
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE 12%
CUSTOMER SERVICE/ENERGY EFFICIENCY 4%
ADMINISTRATIVE & GENERAL 4%
DEPRECIATION 9%
INTEREST & OTHER 5%
MARGINS 3%
0
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Technology enhancing
Outage Management

I

Yesterday, today and tomorrow, the employees
of La Plata Electric Association work to serve our
members. Be it the folks who plan the electrical
system and ultimately maintain the lines, to
those who help members with their bills and
energy consumption, to information technology
and keeping our members informed – all
recognize they’re a part of everything we all do in
Archuleta and La Plata counties. LPEA employees
take their jobs – and responsibility to members
– quite seriously, with each wheel in the cog
contributing to the whole of providing
electricity.

Not pictured: Serviceman Nate Bryant, Apprentice Lineman Riley Christensen,
Working Foreman Pat Fahrion, Dispatcher Les Hahn, District Storekeeper Steve
Haning, Working Foreman Bill Holtsford, Plant Maintenance Donnie Lucero,
Journeyman Lineman Jeremy Matney, Dispatcher Baker McKonly, Lead Meter
Reader Collector George Morgan, Dispatcher Aaron Renner, Electronic Specialist
Kenny Sutherlin.

DISPATCH
(LtoR) Safety Superintendent Bret Cochrane, Manager of Operations Justin
Talbot, Line Superintendent Darrick Robinson, Engineering Clerk Charlene
Sandoval, Line Superintendent Curt Marlatt, Line Superintendent Jerry Wills.
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Behind the
“power,” it’s the
people

PHOTO: INDIANA REED

OPERATIONS

(LtoR) Meterman John Shafer, Working Foreman Phil Dietrich, Journeyman Lineman Gregg
Smith, Substation Maintenance Foreman Ryan Peacock, Equipment Operator Garrett Hammer,
Serviceman Doug Moore, Journeyman Lineman Brandon Debates, Working Foreman Brent
Tanner, Mechanic 1 Curt Piccoli, Journeyman Lineman Fernando Zubia, Journeyman Lineman
Archie Ribera, Equipment Operator Trey Buffalo, Journeyman Lineman Ryan Carman, Storekeeper
Dalton Hotter, Journeyman Lineman Faron Sullivan, Dispatcher Rachel Killinen, Equipment
Operator Dennis McCarthy, Apprentice Dispatcher Dusti Riggs, Substation Maintenance Steve
Lynch, Apprentice Lineman Evan Moore, Mechanic 1 Jeremy Gurule, Working Foreman Gary
Hubbs, Apprentice Lineman Ty Mortensen, Meterman John Branam, Equipment Operator
Eric Hoover, Apprentice Lineman Michael Juliano, Meter Reader Collector Chris Edmondson,
Apprentice Lineman Michael Messier, Journeyman Lineman Jurgen Montgomery, Inventory
Control Specialist Robert Lloyd, Meter Reader Collector Joel Mann, Apprentice Lineman Justin
Barnum, Journeyman Lineman Matt Gallaway, Electronic Technician Joe Frankland,
Journeyman Lineman Tim Lee, Journeyman Lineman Josh Puterbaugh, Serviceman Jerry
Sutherlin, Warehouse Assistant Cameron Seivert, Equipment Operator Randy Dunton.

To receive notification of large outages,
follow LPEA on Twitter @LaPlataElectric

n a continual effort to improve service to co-op
members, LPEA’s Dispatch Center celebrated a whole, new
“look” in 2016, which incorporates enhanced technological
capabilities.
“Part of our mission is reliable service, and our goal
is to always improve,” says Line Superintendent Darrick
Robinson, who oversaw the renovations. “Our Dispatch
Center now enables us to respond more quickly to any
issues on our system.”
LPEA’s Dispatch Center is staffed 24/7 with trained
professionals well-versed in the electrical system that
stretches across 3,370 square miles and includes more than
3,600 miles of distribution and transmission line and 31
substations. Outages can occur at any point on the system,
and whether the outage is caused by lightning, downed
tree, animal intrusion, snow or equipment failure, the goal
of LPEA’s Operations team is, in very simple terms, find
the outage, solve the problem and get power restored as
quickly as is safely possible.
LPEA has long been a forward-looking cooperative
and years back implemented a computerized Outage
Management System (OMS) that helped predict location and
number of meters out of power. The OMS is now augmented
by LPEA’s Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), which
can pinpoint the location of an outage often down to the
meter(s) involved.
The new Dispatch Center features a high tech, electronic
“Live Wall” that takes the OMS and AMI to a next level in
visually identifying outage location on literally a giant wall.
As storm cells are a predominant cause of outages,
the Live Wall is also capable of tracking current weather
conditions, including lightning. Lightning strikes to or
around the electrical equipment can cause significant
damage, or sometimes causes just a surge of power that
signals to the computerized system to open up the circuits
even though no actual damage has occurred.
“With a lightning map overlapped on our system map,
we can actually see where the strikes occurred, and can
forecast if they might have caused the outage,” says
Operations Manager Justin Talbot. “If we see that a storm
cell with lightning has rolled through, we can test the circuits
immediately, and possibly promptly re-energize the lines. If
we note that there was no lightning in the area, we know to
look deeper into the outage and maybe get a crew rolling to
the location, because something else has happened.”
Remodel of the Dispatch Center also enabled LPEA to
provide a better, more productive working environment for
the five-person Dispatch Team, as pictured (LtoR) Aaron
Renner, Dusti Riggs, Rachel Killinen, Les Hahn and Baker
McKonly.
“The old Dispatch Center had been built and added
to over decades, making it inefficient and crowded,” says
Robinson, noting that the floor had included some safety
hazards and equipment had encroached on the windows,
making the room dark. “By taking the room down to the
studs we were able to rebuild it to more effectively handle
our needs for today, as well as prepare for tomorrow, to
better serve our members.”
La Plata Electric Association | www.lpea.coop
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(LtoR) Staff Engineer Ryne Waggoner, Staking Engineer Mark Head,
Right of Way Agent Morgan Carey, Apprentice Staking Engineer
Carolyn Foster, DG Energy Advisor Amanda Miles, Staking Engineer
Jerry Fleener, Systems Engineer Jake Wills, Manager of Engineering and
Member Relations Ron Meier, Major Projects Engineer Dave Gebhardt,
Apprentice Staking Engineer Ashley Tokarczyk, Staking Engineer Monty
Caudle, Manager of Staking Services Gayle Norman, Engineering Clerk
Lorraine Gurule, Public Relations Coordinator Jeannie Bennett, and
Marketing Communications Specialist Indiana Reed.

PHOTO: ASPEN McCARTHY
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Billing Clerk Sandie Marlatt, Work Order
Specialist Brandi Fassett, Billing Clerk
Debbra Herrera, CFO Dennis Svanes,
Billing Administrator Cindy Straight, Billing
Clerk Jacque Ireland, Controller Rachel
Gilman, Purchasing Agent Larry Redman,
Engineering Clerk Jackie Doyle, Billing Clerk
Jen Colomb, Accounting Clerk David Genge
and Billing Clerk Howard Dickman.

Not pictured: Engineering Clerk Tiffany Quimby.

FINANCE & ACCOUNTING
CUSTOMER SERVICE
AND H.R.

Customer Service Representative Renee
Davis, Senior Clerk Sharon Walter and
Customer Service Representative Tracy Allen.

PHOTO: INDIANA REED
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On the truck: Intern Rihab Ammar, Manager of
Rates Technology and Energy Policy Dan Harms,
Project Specialist Ray Pierotti, Energy Management
Advisor Suzy Bynum, Engineering IT Specialist
Brad Fuqua, Staff Engineer Rachel Schur-Wagner,
Network Administrator Drew Timmerman. Front:
GIS Field Technician Misty Fredrickson, Manager
of GIS Services Don Short, Intern Clifford Field,
Energy Management Advisor Debbie Bass,
Energy Management Advisor Nancy Andrews,
Network Administrator Tracy Graybeal.

Back row: Customer Service Representative Marilyn Arnaout, Customer
Service Supervisor Betsy Lovelace, Customer Service Representative
Jeanne Dittmar, Manager of Customer Service and H.R. Linda Looman,
Customer Service Representative Julie McIntyre. Front Row: Payroll
Specialist Jeannette Simpson, Customer Service Representative Aubrey
Gillespie, Customer Service Representative Amy Paylor, Customer Service
Representative Donna Arriza, Assistant Director of Human Resources
Nadine Ontiveros.

Not pictured:
Project Specialist Sue Maxwell.

Retired in 2016:
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(Back Row) Manager of Customer Service and H.R. Linda Looman,
CFO Dennis Svanes, Executive Assistant Charis Charistopoulos,
Manager of Engineering and Member Relations Ron Meier, and
Marketing Communications Specialist Indiana Reed. (Front Row)
Manager of Operations Justin Talbot, CEO Mike Dreyspring, and
Manager of Rates, Technology and Energy Policy Dan Harms.

EXECUTIVE TEAM

La Plata Electric Association | www.lpea.coop
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RATES,
TECHNOLOGY & ENERGY POLICY

PHOTO: ASPEN McCARTHY

Bruce Crangle, Substation Foreman
Randy Ferris, Land Rights Administrator
Charles “Guy” Fine, Substation Maintenance
Steve Gregg, Chief Operating Officer
Richard (Archuleta) Martinez, Energy Management Advisor
Steve Orr, Chief Storekeeper
Mike Wertenberger, Electronic Specialist
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T

he electric grid has arguably had the most significant
impact on humanity throughout the past 100 years. It’s
moved the world ahead.
“Next to water – I’ve always said water first, electricity
second,” says Ron Meier, manager of engineering and
member relations. “Without those two, you don’t have the
modern society, quality of life and advancements that we
see in the world today.”
But electricity is an industry in transition, and LPEA is
exploring it all as the U.S., and the world looks to shift from
carbon based energy generation to renewables.
“This analogy is an appropriate one when it comes to
the electric utility industry,” says CEO Mike Dreyspring. “The
industry is like an ocean liner, and if you know anything
about turning a giant ship, you know it’s a slow and
deliberate process. Sometimes I’d love to be a speedboat
that can turn on a dime to make everything happen quickly,
but it’s just not the reality of our industry.”
“We’re transitioning to a carbon-free world,” adds Dan
Harms, manager of rates, technology and energy policy,
noting the grid is the largest machine in the world. “We’re
transitioning from producing energy at large, centralized
locations to more regional distribution facilities, and
generating from more renewable resources.”
LPEA is a distribution company – meaning it’s about
the substations, poles and wires that transport electricity
from power generators to the end-user consumers. In
2016, LPEA’s members demanded delivery of nearly 946
million kilowatt hours – electricity that is available 24-7,
whenever members want to use it, as opposed to electricity
that is there when a condition (such as sunshine, enough
wind) makes that electricity available. Battery back-up is a
burgeoning technology, but, according to Harms, not quite
there yet for the reliability that consumers demand.
To meet the needs, and ensure reliability and reasonable
cost, LPEA joined with other electric co-ops in Colorado and
contiguous states to form a generation and transmission
cooperative (first, Colorado Ute, now Tri-State Generation
and Transmission). To help Tri-State justify construction of
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multi-million dollar generation facilities and a four-state
network of transmission lines, the distribution cooperatives
agreed to guarantee long term purchase of the power. That
translates today to an all power requirements contract
between the co-ops and Tri-State, which for LPEA runs
through 2050.
“In the last decade we have worked with Tri-State to
increase its generation mix to include more renewable
sources,” says Dreyspring. “And about one quarter of
the electricity generated from Tri-State now comes from
renewable sources – and there’s more to come in the
future.”
In 2017, Tri-State will have three utility scale solar
projects, four utility scale wind projects and six small hydro
projects in place. These renewable projects combined,
along with a supply of Federal hydropower, account for 25
percent of the power Tri-State delivers to LPEA.
“Adding the nearly 5 percent of renewables we have
here locally from our solar gardens, solar panels on homes
and businesses, wind generation and small hydro, that
means that more than 30 percent of the electricity on
LPEA’s system comes from renewable resources. Steadily
we are shifting the mix,” says Dreyspring. “Plus Tri-State
is retiring two of its Colorado coal generation stations. It’s
happening, but remember, it’s a very big ship.”
Also in the mix, after many years in the making, in 2017
the Southern Ute Indian Tribe’s 1 megawatt solar array, that
will power Tribal buildings on the reservation, will come on
line. And there are more projects in the offing.
“Much of this is about physics,” says Meier. “Electricity
could be said to have a mind of its own, so we need to
respect it and work within its perimeters. For those who
have worked with us to install home solar systems, you
know it’s imperative to do the engineering analysis. It’s
not a quick fix. We need to respect the ‘power’ that is
electricity.”
Through various additional local programs, LPEA helps
members reduce energy consumption, which should always
be addressed before investing in renewable energy. Indeed,

New Net Metered
Accounts

Energy Star
Appliances

2016 Energy Efficiency Savings
& Distributed Generation
(4841 MWh)

energy efficiency could be called the “first renewable.”
“The more we cut our energy consumption, the less
power that needs to be generated from any source,” says
Harms, noting that solar installers do encourage their
clients to first seal their house, reduce energy consumption,
and then size the solar system based on that lower kWh
requirement. “As an example, through our LED lighting
retrofit program, our members have reduced energy
consumption by more than 1 megawatt just by changing
out their light bulbs.”
LPEA also offers rebates for purchase of Energy Star
appliances, has facilitated an on-bill financing program for
low cost loans for energy efficiency projects, and offers
complimentary energy assessments to help educate
members on ways to save energy and reduce their
electricity bill.
“With all LPEA members have done in the past year with
energy efficiency and distributed generation, we literally
off-set the [population] growth in Archuleta and La Plata
counties,” says Harms [see adjacent chart].
LPEA’s two optional Green Power programs also feed
into the mix. Members can opt to pay $0.09 per 100
kWh block per month (no limit on the number of blocks
purchased) to invest in renewable energy (predominantly
wind power) through Tri-State. Many businesses, such
as the DoubleTree Hotel and the breweries in Durango,
purchase enough Green Power blocks to completely off-set
all their electricity usage.
The second voluntary fund supports local renewable
projects. When the program was initially launched, solar
panels (primarily for educational purposes) were installed
at local middle schools. Over the years monies from the
fund have helped with renewable energy credits for those
installing solar on their homes, and most recently, the LPEA
Renewable Fund contributed $35,000 to help construct a
solar system that powers the water system at Southwest
Horizons, a lower income housing development, and help

18 New Commercial
Services

507 New
Residential
Services

2016 New Load Growth
(4847 MWh)
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power a Habitat for Humanity Home in Bayfield.
“As the Voluntary Renewable Fund grows, the more
LPEA can assist with these local renewable projects,” says
Harms. “It’s optional, and members can contribute to
further our local distributed generation right here at home.
Just let us know if you’d like to contribute.”
“So much is happening in our world of electricity,” says
Dreyspring. “At LPEA, we are engaged and working to make
the transition. It’s all very exciting and the future holds
great promise.”
La Plata Electric Association | www.lpea.coop
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Compton earns
“Director Gold”

PHOTO: INDIANA REED

L

PEA Board member Tom Compton retired
in 2016 after 18 years of service to LPEA, but not
before he earned the Director Gold credential
offered by the National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association (NRECA).
This certificate recognizes directors who have
earned their Credentialed Cooperative Director
(CCD) or Board Leadership Certificate (BLC) and
are committed to continuing their education
throughout their service on the board. The Director
Gold credential helps directors comply with laws,
understand evolving technologies, and apply leading governance practices.
“Continuing education is considered a way for directors to keep abreast of
changes in this continually evolving and challenging industry,” says LPEA CEO
Mike Dreyspring. “We truly appreciate Tom’s service and commitment to LPEA
and the industry as a whole.”

M

oving into a position of
significant influence with LPEA’s
principle power supplier, board
member Joe Wheeling was elected in
2016 to serve as Vice Chairman on
the Executive Committee of the TriState Generation and Transmission
Association Board of Directors.
A member of the LPEA Board of
Directors since 2008, Wheeling is a
Credentialed Cooperative Director,
certified by the National Rural
Electric Cooperative Association, and
has represented LPEA on the TriState board since 2009.
“This is a great honor and very
important for our members,” says
CEO Mike Dreyspring. “Joe is at the
forefront of the table at Tri-State,
our primary power provider, helping
ensure that the interests of our
members are addressed.”
Wheeling has an MBA in finance
from the Wharton School of
Business, University of Pennsylvania.
Prior to settling in Durango to
become part of the family business,
James Ranch, Wheeling served as
the CEO of Red Roof Inns.

LPEA on Durango TV!

L

ights! Camera! Action! LPEA CEO Mike Dreyspring debuted his local television career in
2016 with the bi-monthly “Watt’s Up at LPEA” as part of Durango TV’s News programming.
“We are using this as an opportunity to really communicate to our members, and each
segment features a different topic,” says Dreyspring. “In addition to the public airing, the
videos are available on the LPEA website and YouTube channel.”
Within the City of Durango, the program can be viewed on cable channel 16. Satellite
customers can tune in on Dish and Direct, channel 33. The programming is also always
available at www.DurangoTV.com, and airs on MeTV out of Albuquerque at 9 p.m. Thursdays
and 8:30 a.m. Sundays.
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E

ach year LPEA provides age-appropriate electrical
education to students throughout Archuleta and
La Plata counties. Closing out the 2016 academic
year was Safety Town, during which Energy Advisor
Amanda Miles actively demonstrated to some 130 area
youngsters that even though electricity seems magic, it
is extremely “powerful.”
“The kids really relate to Amanda. They were
completely focused during her demonstration,” says
Indiana Reed, marketing communications specialist.
“Safety is a key part of LPEA’s culture – both in-house
and out in the community. Starting safety education at
a young age is very important.”
In addition to Safety Town, Miles and members of
LPEA’s Operations team “take their show on the road” to schools and organizations. Beyond the table-top demonstration as
pictured, dramatic arc demonstrations features LPEA’s actual electrical equipment.
For more information or to arrange for a safety demonstration, contact Miles at amiles@lpea.coop or 970.247.5786.

Team Energy Audacity rolls

S

upporting tomorrow’s engineers, LPEA helped sponsor
Animas High School students Domi Frideger and Dylan Kroes in
their quest to conquer the annual, national Solar Car Challenge
– a nearly 775 mile race from Fort Worth to Minneapolis.
As part of their senior project, Frideger and Kroes (calling
themselves “Team Audacity”) constructed a solar vehicle
“fueled” by a four-panel solar, 1,300 watt system, working out
of a storage room at LPEA’s Durango facility.
“I was thrilled to see the perseverance Domi and Dylan
demonstrated to solve this complex engineering project,” says
Dan Harms, LPEA manager of rates, technology and energy
policy. “Their discoveries will lead them down a path towards
solving a number of today’s energy and efficiency challenges.”
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L

PEA hosted its
annual Golf Tournament
at the Pagosa Springs
Golf Club, June 18, 2016,
enjoying a full field of
participants golfing for
Celebrating golfing for a good cause (LtoR):
a good cause: the American Cancer
Journeyman Lineman Jeremy Matney, ACS
Society’s Relay for Life. When all was
volunteers Amber Morris, Inez Winter, LPEA
said and done, $12,000 was donated to
Equipment Operator Garrett Hammer, ACS
volunteer Paul Lehman, LPEA Board Member
Relay for Life.
Mike Alley and volunteer Daron Selph.
The Golf Tournament is organized
by LPEA’s line personnel (headed up
by Lineman Jeremy Matney and Equipment Operator Garrett Hammer) – the
members of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (Local IBEW 111
26A) based in Pagosa Springs. Since its inception in 2003, more than $95,000
has been raised for a variety of non-profit entities in Archuleta County, including
local food banks, Archuleta County Search & Rescue, Pagosa Early Learning
Center, and Archuleta County Victim Assistance.

PHOTO: JEFF LAYDEN

Golf for a
good cause

Safety at Safety Town

Director Lyon earns
credentials

L

PEA board member
Doug Lyon, Ph.D.,
representing members
of District 3 (Durango),
completed the required
courses and earned his
Credentialed Cooperative
Director (CCD) certificate
from the National Rural
Electric Cooperative
Association (NRECA).
“Education is the cornerstone of effective selfgovernance, and LPEA’s members are best served
by directors who are well-versed in democratic
principles and who understand the industry and how
this industry can move forward to meet changing
demands,” says Mike Dreyspring, LPEA CEO. “Today’s
electric utility environment imposes new demands on
electric cooperative directors, particularly increased
knowledge of changes in the electric utility business,
new governance skills and a working knowledge of
the cooperative principles. We applaud Doug for his
commitment.”
Former Durango City Councilor and Mayor,
Lyon was elected to the LPEA Board of Directors
in May 2016 and took a concentrated approach to
completing all CCD courses. The NRECA Credentialed
Cooperative Director program requires attendance
and demonstrated understanding of the basic
competencies contained in five core courses.
“The NRECA director trainings are very well-done
and informative,” says Lyon. “Since the electric utility
industry is both complex and rapidly changing, I felt
that it was important to get up to speed as quickly as
possible. I look forward to completing the next set of
training courses.”
La Plata Electric Association | www.lpea.coop
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Wheeling elected
Vice Chair on
Tri-State board
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Building a lasting legacy of giving
By Jeannie R. Bennett | Public Relations Coordinator

M

y involvement with the La Plata Electric Round Up Foundation began 21 years ago. I still
remember, as if it were yesterday, standing in the parish hall parking lot of the Sacred Heart Catholic Church
on a cold December day. My responsibility at that time, was to snap a photo as the check for the first Round
Up grant was handed to Dusty MacDougall, who at the time, was the program manager of the Manna Soup
Kitchen. The $1,000 grant was to provide funding support to purchase food supplies for the sack lunches the
Manna Soup Kitchen handed out daily to those in need.
Fast forward to 2017. The Round Up Foundation’s support of the Manna Soup
2016
Donations:
Kitchen through its grant program now totals over $40,000. Of course the Manna
Soup Kitchen is just one of the 250-plus non-profit organizations that have received Community Assistance:
Community Emergency Assistance Coalition
$21,215
funding support from the Round Up Foundation over the years. Since it began, the
Housing Solutions of the Southwest
$1,117
Round Up Foundation has donated over $1.1 million to non-profit organizations within Pagosa Springs Outreach Coalition
$6,090
Total Community Assistance
$28,422
LPEA’s service territory. Included in the $1.1 million are funds for individuals with
emergency needs that are supported through the Community Emergency Assistance Community Service Programs:
for Pets
$300
Coalition (La Plata County) and Pagosa Outreach Coalition (Archuleta County). I have Aid
The Arc of Southwest Colorado
$1,000
Bear Smart Durango
$1,350
no doubt that funds from the Round Up Foundation have touched the lives of every
BeFitBeAble
$2,000
member of the co-op in some way.
Celebrating Healthy Communities Coalition
$1,000
Chimney Rock Interpretive Association
$1,500
Even though the Round Up Foundation has been around for 21 years, quite
Community Foundation SWCO Adobe Building
$2,000
often I meet individuals or non-profit organizations that are still not familiar with
Destination Imagination
$1,000
DHS Theater Troupe
$2,000
the program. For those of you asking “what is Round Up,” it’s the non-profit arm of
Durango Area Youth Hockey Association
$3,700
the co-op, overseen by a volunteer board with community representatives from all
Durango Botanical Gardens
$1,000
Community After Prom Association
$1,500
LPEA districts. The mission of Round Up is to advance and support causes within the Durango
Durango Cowboy Poetry Gathering
$1,000
Durango Education Center
$1,800
service territory of La Plata Electric Association, to improve the quality of life in our
Durango Fraternal Order of Police Lodge #8
community.
(Shop with a Cop)
$3,000
Friends of the San Juan
$1,500
Members of the cooperative can sign up to “round up” their electric bill to the
Gold Star Parents Weekend
$2,200
nearest dollar and that amount (which is completely tax deductible) is donated
Great Old Broads for Wilderness
$1,000
Immaculate Heart of Mary/Pope John Paul II
to local non-profits through a grant program on a monthly basis. The average
Catholic Church
$1,000
Kiwanis Kids Fun Safety Day
$500
amount any given member donates is just $0.50 per month, or $6.00 per year. For
La Plata Family Centers Coalition
$2,000
clarification and understanding, participants and potential participants need to
La Plata Youth Services
$1,000
Manna Soup Kitchen
$2,000
know that no Round Up funds are used to pay the electric bill of an individual or
Merely Players
$1,000
organization.
Native American Education Program
$1,000
Pagosa Crisis Pregnancy Center (THRIVE)
$3,000
As our community changes, so does its needs. The Round Up Foundation
Project Merry Christmas
$4,000
continues to experience a monthly increase in the number of grant requests and
Ross Aragon Community Center Parks and Rec Dept. $3,200
Sexual Assault Services Organization
$2,500
dollars being requested. In the first three months of this year (2017) Round Up was
Southwest Civic Winds
$1,000
State of the Skate
$2,500
asked to support 11 local nonprofit organizations through its grant program. The
Trails 2000
$1,500
“ask” attached to the funding support requests was just under $31,000. Based on the Treasure Ministries
$2,500
Upper
San
Juan
Search
and
Rescue,
Inc.
$1,530
current number of program participants (14,185), the amount the Round Up board of
Vallecito Conservation and Sporting Association
$1,930
directors has to allocate on a monthly basis is just over $5,000. Recognizing that the Total Community Service Programs
$62,080
only way the Round Up Board can answer the needs of the non-profit community, is
TOTAL ROUND UP
to continue to educate and encourage growth in participant numbers and dollars.
DONATIONS: $90,502
In recent years, the Round Up Foundation board of directors has been
encouraging co-op members to consider participating in the “Round Up Plus” program. “Round Up Plus” is simple. You request
to have your electric bill rounded monthly by an extra amount of your choosing. “Rounding Up” an extra $0.25, $0.50, $1.00
or more, will make a huge impact on the amount available to allocate on a monthly basis. It may not seem like a lot, but
collectively, the extra contributions to the program really add up. Think of it as “Pocket Change for Positive Change.”
Though I don’t suspect that 21 years from now I will again be standing in a parking lot on a cold December day snapping
a photo of a check presentation, my sincerest wish for the Round Up program, which I have been a part of since inception, is
that the check being handed to a representative with the local fire department, agency for the disabled, veterans association,
youth programs, senior center, school programs, community gardening project, youth crisis center, adult education center,
local Habitat for Humanity program, is 10 times greater than that very first check. What that would mean is that our co-op
members understand and support the fabulous community work of the LPEA Round Up Foundation.
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The Garden Project

Pocket Change for
Positive Change
Your neighbors and their children pictured
here have been impacted by LPEA members
who “round up.” Help us increase the “smiles.”
The Round Up Foundation is
the 501(c)(3) non-profit arm
of your electric cooperative,
and it’s funded when LPEA’s
members “round-up” their
electric bills to the next higher
dollar (an average of 50¢ per
month). Those pennies add up
and fund grants for charitable
and educational programs
within LPEA’s service territory.
It’s a little bit, but it makes
a BIG difference in our
communities.

Be a part!

Thingamajig Theatre
Company

Health Careers Camp,
Southwestern Area
Health Education Center

Cowboy Poetry Festival - Poets in the Classroom

2016 Round Up Foundation Volunteer Board of Directors:
Michele Harris – President
Mike Alley
Sheryl Ayers
Jenn Bartlett
Doug Bowen

Teresa Campbell
Werner Heiber
Carmen Hubbs
Kohler McInnis
Briggin Wrinkle

Bear Smart

Call today and sign-up for
Round Up, 970.247.5786,
or visit www.lpea.coop and
click on the Round Up logo.

Riverhouse Children’s Center

Red Cross
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U.S. Postage
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Durango, CO

PO Box 2750
Durango, CO 81302-2750

Walking the talk

Ray Pierotti celebrates the appearance of
“daylight” in LPEA’s warehouse.

Just like all of LPEA’s commercial members who opt to
change out their lighting and reduce energy consumption,
LPEA benefitted from rebates provided by Tri-State
Generation and Transmission, LPEA’s wholesale power
supplier.
“With our 2016 retrofit at the Durango office, the
materials and labor were $19,779, but after the rebate from
Tri-State our cost was approximately $16,000,” says Pierotti.
“For this one segment of the project, our return on the
investment will be seen in just over three years.”
The economics for businesses to change out old lighting
fixtures and invest in new LED technology continues to
prove viable. With LPEA’s on-bill financing for loans up to
$7,500 for energy efficiency measures, the investment
makes even more sense.
For more details, contact Pierotti at rpierotti@lpea.coop
or 970.382.7770.
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A

s LPEA continues to work with members
– both residential and commercial – to change
out their lighting to new, energy efficient lamps,
the co-op has always known it wanted to walk
the talk. But just like LPEA’s members recognize
the cost to purchase new lighting all at once
can be cost prohibitive, so too LPEA has been
prudent with members’ money as it has worked
to change out lighting in all of its buildings.
“But we now have everything done,” says Ray Pierotti,
LPEA’s project specialist focused on lighting technology.
“This has been a steady process beginning in 2010. I’ve been
keeping up with the technology, and as it made sense from
a technology and a budgeting perspective, we initiated the
projects.”
LPEA’s administrative offices in both Pagosa Springs
and Durango are now 100 percent LED, plus energy-saving
controls – such as dimmers and motion sensors – were also
installed. Work lighting for employees is greatly improved
even with the energy savings.
The total reduction in kilowatts with all office space,
warehouses, truck barns, exterior lights and more changed
out is nearing a combined 100 kW, which, according to
Pierotti, saves the cooperative more than 260,000 kilowatt
hours in both locations, and saving the cooperative in
excess of $30,000 annually going forward.

